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FOREWORD

Several .factors influenced the clevelopmenjtofi the idea
for this analysis and its culminatr in this publication.
First was the observation made over '.,. decade or more
that tiie'structure of rural America is becoming disjoinia:
The essence of the observation is that a dichotomy is
emergingbeteen the process'as of rural.cleveloymeni and*..
modern, science-directed agricultural development. Al- .

i
though highly interrelated, it no longer seems possiblet
to -realistically regard these phenomena as being synony-

. a
mous. .

.Second was. the awareness that similar trends arc emerg-. '
ing in numerous other countries: During recent consulta-
tive assignments, in Africa, South Anieriaa, and South -.

East Asia to help tvelop strategies for accelerating rural
and agricultil do7elopment, it became clear to me that
rural development, in addition to agricultural develop-
ment, is a rime requisite for balanced national growth.
The need ii reognized by numerous government leaders'
who posed /` the Common question: Howkcan we lessen; or
reverse, the tide of rural-to-urban migration and; thus

1.)

. .

could be written about many other countries simply by
Substituting the relevant situational data.

A third influence was felt during my recent sabbatical
leave as yisiting consultant on research kind extension at
Florida A&M..Uinversity. The challenge arose when the
university administrators invited me to participate in their
current efforts to identify promisihg new thrusts'in public
service b; the university. Ir an effort to be helpful, I did
the initial research and wrote the preliminary draft of the
analysis in that setting.

.

Other influencers were s.veral of my professorial and\4
administrative collea, ues at Cornell University, Who read
the preliminary rhanu*Seript and made helpful suggestions.
Likewise, about 20 staff merribeprs and administrators with
rural development expertise in the USDA and in several
other land-grant universities kindly read the preliminary
draft and lent encouragement. .. N.

Pervasive ih this effort,- df course, is my life-long pro-
fessional commitment to further conceptualize, articulate,.
and cominunicate throtigh research, teaching, and writing,
increasingly workable:sCrategies for improving the qualit*
of living and 'ways of Making a living in rural America, as

prpmote :bettCr-balanced national growth? Hence, an well at in countries abroad. If this analysis contributes to
account similar to this one focused on the United States , such a purpose, the effort will have been justified.

0
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.Rural Development: an Emerging

'Econonriic, and Demographic Imperative

J. Paul Leagans*

, ORIENTATION

America is passing through a social, economic; 'demo-
graphic, and technological evolution that is "unhitching"
the rural deelopment process from' the modern agricul-
tural development piocess. The purpose of this Raper is to

-analyze ,soiric major dimensions of this trend and relate
the implications to emerging opportunities of land-grant
universities, government, agencies, and business enterprises
for broadened public service to rural modernization.

In many .important ways rural America that part
lying outside urbanized areas may now be viewed as a
new societal segment.' It is new, not because it was not
there before,, but because its social,, economic, p'filitical,
demographic, and physical anatomy is now so different
from what it was in the past. Another thing that is new is
the speed and complexity of change itself, especially in
relation to technology and such central societal elements
as shifting values and living patterns, which in turn affect
the needs and rising expectations of the people.

The growing significance of rural development has
emerged in recent years as the perception and implications
of trends in the quality of living have become clear. If
there is no sound rural development, it has become pain-
fully obvious that there can be no balanced national
development. The problem arises from the inseparable
interdependence of the urban, suburban, and rural sectors.

The unprecedented speed of technological and societal
change in America is clearly imposing on leaders of its
land-grant universities, concerned government units, and

business enterprises a growing necessity for careful analysis
of socioeconomic, demographic, physical, technological,'
and political trends, and for relating implications of these
trends to the future role ofthese institutions in achieving
balanced national growth. Since there are no facts about
the future only about the past and present the most
accurate estimate of the effect of current social forces on

Rural areas are defined for purposes of this analysis as "open country-
side, 'villages, towns and small cities up to 10,000 in population":
tRural Development Act of 1972, p. 60),

our future can be derived only fromoalyses and inter
pretations of trends.

For 50 years, And at an increasing rate, rural America
has been drained of its people over 30 million in 3
dedades. And with them have gone many other resources

;critical to life in, rural areas. When the United States took
its first census in 1790, only 1 American in 20 lived in an
urban area; today 15 out of every 20 live in urban centers

core cities and suburbia. Today, 70 percent of . our
people live on about 2 percent of our land. The farm
population has fallen to about 10 million persons living on
less than 3 million farms. In 1970, about. 2 percent of the
nation's farms marketed nearly 33 percent of the farm
produce (U.S. Census, 1970).

The social, econornie, and political effectsoof population
concentrations are yet to be adequately apprraised. How-
ever, stimulating this "rural exodus" or "Tirban invasion"
were numerous changes tbat created actual and perceived
living advantages offered in urban centers. Reduction or
reversal of this trend in this "free-choice, society" is Jikely
to occur only when the actual or perceived advantages
for both living and making a living in rural America are
made to equal or exceed those in urban centers. It is en-,
couraging tofind evidence that this condition is beginning.

So the hard fact is that America is now a nonfarm
nation, when measured demographically and occupation- .

ally, but this does dot mean that it is a nonagricultural
nation. Coupled with national devethement policies, these
conditions raise questions of regional equity and the .dis-,
tributio of nation-building resources..The United States
Department of Agriculture states:

Our urban centers core cities and urban sprawl are:
congested, noisy, and full of tension;

suri:odnded by polluted air. and polluted water;

Professor and coordfhatoiA Graduate Program of Extension and Con-
tinuing Education, Department of Education, New York State College
ofAgriculture and Life Sciences, Corny University, Ithaca.
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toi) 111,11;y pcilile , many oh. whoM
now the country. unsyllts.1, uneducated. and on-

.lhle,tO cope with city life. They al.; I ale costly.

The towns and small cities of t couritysicic are in
.f..rouble too:

Rilt.,11 America, with aboti; one-third of the: Nation's poppla-
tioil.,,has neark, one-hall of its pi)or howling and nearly
Hilt' -half of its 'poverty.

Fot- years many, of the .brightest minds alit! most venture
some spirits in rural America have been dr:weii ti,) the cities.

For years hundreds, of thousands, of small farmers, share-.
croppers. and farm workers - the people Who supporteif town
and small city businesses-- been lea'vint; the count.ry-

\ sick to seek rewards elsewhere. I

Hundreds of small towns have become hollow sheik haunted
by boarded-up stores and large, half -empty homes ne'Cupiecl
only 'by. elderly citizens .because the younger generations have

. fled-to the cities, .(USDA, 19ti9:51

We have thuS created a sacial','economic, and
ir

den,o-
gutphic vacitmi in rural AMerica' and

,
a congestion in

urbatV centers. A basic law of physics tells us' that every.
vaciium will be" filled irnot, in one way, then in another:
Without a strong program, the rural dcvclo'pment vacuum
may be filled with hit-ormiss, trial-and-error, short-term
strategies inadequate for accomplishing desirable goals. As
is true of:all major. shifts in national priorities, rural de-
vclopmerit is a complex, long-term process.
,In no sense is this analysis intended to Minimize the'

continuing national AperatiVe formajor' attention to

agricultugil progress, but rather to emphasize the 'wide
range of new oPportunities for public service by land:grant
universities and other agencies interested in rural moderni-
zation:

Th following assumptions are central among the many
thael riderlie this analysis:

Rural development is a process now unhitching itself
from the process of .modern agricultliral development.
Rural development focuses- on improvements in the
quality of living and ways'of making a living; modern..
agricultural development focuses on the quality of
commodity production tosustain life.
The processes of rural daelo.pment and agricultufal
development are neither mutuallY, exclusive nor are
they identical. Strategies for either have implications
for both.
Balanced national growth requires integrated;elevelopz,
ment of thiee major physical and demographic sectors
of American society: rural, urban; and suburban.

Rural.developmen.t r.ow provides-an,attractime alterna-
tive to further''mass.,ve expansion of the "c"rises of the
cities." .

Land-grant universities have no peer in technological
resources, structural organization, staff expertise; as-
signed.public mission, and established public credibility

. with -reference ,to rural modernization, in, addition to
Agricultural 'modernization.

0

_
.

The central question teen is: Can we avoid the poterktia .

societal catastrophe that faces. America ilw4 fail to halt.
" and to sticiu: clegree reverse,' the flow orpi:oplerrom the

countrysic10 Mtn huge megalopolises?
orchestrating technological and ,other educatiZmal re-

sources to effectively promote, the separaic but inteirelatecl
proCesses of rural development and agricultural develop-
ment may well be accepted by land:grant universities as
the central focus of their second 'century of unique public
edhcationarservice. And the ctimmitment of resources and
strategies 'will need to come from allsegments of these
universities, not just :from their colleges of 'agriculture and
home economics.

To ignore the developmental needs in rural America is
to default on new opportunities for public service by land-
grant universities and governmental arid business agenCies.

What isneeded'I:s a more precise identificatioh and under-
standing of changes, as well as knowledge 'for designing
and executing appropriate strategies to shape the direction
and quality of the treads. In .some proble areas, sttch as
land use and environmental ecology, n directions are
needed; many of the present trends, lust be reverseZt Iii
suchareas as occupational opportunity, housing, education,
and. health' services, the quality and! quantity need ex-
tensive upgrading. Never'before has the .economic,
and political.!environment in the United States been so
faVorable for taking such actions..

"I

APPEAL' OF -RURAL LIVING

As Americ'an'cities bulge into megalopolises of 25 to 50
million peopler Stretching, for ,example, from Boston to
Washington, D.C., Atlanta to. Miami,, Milwaukee to- Pitts-
burg, and San Francisco to San Diego, there is concomi-
tant evidence that living in rural areas is becoming, more
appealing. The development of rural America is growing
as' an attractive alternative to further, massive expansion
and elevelqprfient of crowded urban centers. -

Experts predict that the population of the United States
may increase by as much as 100 million persons, or nearly
50 peKceni, by the year 2000. Should present population
trends continue, 80 'percent or more of all Americans will
live in vast urban complexes by that time; 70 percent is
now concentrated in urban areas. This,will be the result
of .the continuing massive migration that has already'
brought more than 30 million Americans from Varms and
small towns into cities since about 1945. .

Most of the' ,migrants have crowded into cities of a
million or more. With the problems of slums, traffi7c jams,
poOr housing, poverty, unemploymeht, dime, and rising
welfare rolls already at near-crisis levels in large urban
areas, policy makers concerned with balanced national
growth are faced with many critical decisions. Among the
major problemb is that of designing a workable strategy
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to 'nonage the coniplek interrelationship, and thul's
Intrdependeke, of the three 'physical and 'demographic
sectors: r:uked, ilibhrhan, and wham

dverOpment is int lniportant component-of an over--
all policy of haranyed growth and inwa he regarded in that
manner rather thal'OAnellung apart, from and corn-
petith:e with urba,n development, 'urban problems, and urban
resources. ).-110gren, 197'3)35)

11'e aee bcgiotring to' recognize that these areas cannot
dtvej,t1p ttl-lhuluring stability except through an i'lltegrated
ittraINubilrban, urban continuum. Solving this problem

. is to the successful development of .each of the
areas. The dichotomy' betWeen rural and tirlAm will dimin-
ish as ntegrated development succeeds.

Some say the problems are so complex that they appear
to ,tlely so'fittion.; But a part of the solution (in thht it
indicates awhreness of a basic cause) may be found in a
recent -statement by Phil Campbell, Underkeretary of
Ageiculture, to the House Agricultural Copumittec: "On
the other hand, w..e see the rural areas continually being
depleted of their popu\lation."

\\That' has lsieeu 'P described as a "na-onal:,consensus or
needs" sceinsA 4cvcloping to niakt. ate small cities,
towns, and.country4de or-rural Arnerioa more attractive

, as, places to live.. and to make a living, thereby reversing
or at least loWering the rural -iii -urban _population title,
This requires programs to improve letrels of living in rural
communities, many of which sulTer as do urban areas,
from lack of lob, opportunities,Nor housing, inadequate
health and sellool facilities, and other needed public ser-
vices such as communication. In-recent years, several federal-
departments land agencies have 'tiler-cased their help in
solving these problems of rural America through the annual
expenditure oran estimated $20 billion, 136t, even so;*?the
Corms, extent, and use of this assistance appear ,t .'io be
inadequate.

Rural development specialists view it both as ironic and
as a hopeful .sign Tor the ftiture that, although millions

rural people have fled to the big cities, an. increasing
number of tuban dwellers Marc now indicating a 13-reference
for country living. For example, a recent nationwide opin-
ion survey of young people by Unidex Corp., Bloomington,

Ind., found that nearly two out of three of,,the group 18
to 24 years old, expressed the desire-to live either in a small
city or town in rural America. The economic research
service of dr USIA predicts that, 'by 1980, about. 180:000.
city families a year willbe buying second homes in the
cothit4-- an 80 percent 'increase in the present trend.

Ha)2i-n,g..a decent place to live and to make a living
may be more important to 'people in the long run than
being able to live where they choose. Many Americans
are now denied both opportunities\For theM, standards
of living may be replacing levels of living.'

I he -term "standard of living- here means level' of aspiration or desire;
"level or living". means the 'quantity of goods and services actually
copsurned by an individual, family, or group.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY .

The United States, unlike many other countries, has
only recently formulated lilt explicit macro rural develop-.
men( policy. 'l'o. the, extent that it was perceived in the
past, our national'poficy was largely unofficial and laissez.

ISaire i,p.nalarre. The controlling -assupiptiQn has been that
such singularly American values as entrepruneurship, the
frje-enterprise system, local self-initiative, and 'self-genera;
tion of required growth resources would meet the rural
moclainizatiOn needs. But this assumption is increasingly.
disintegrating as tile basis of a wort able policy. It is chat.:
Icnged.by the groping pressure'iniposed by several impor-
tanctrends now affecting all of-America's-ecological sectors.

Among the most significa'nt lessons 'learned by thbk of
is who have. served ,other governments as consultants on
die design of strategiesdfor: modernizing their vast rural

' sectors is: that the laissez faire approach wil not do,,the
job; leaving people to their own initiative an resources
is not enough; and, conversely, that planned intervention
from external sources, such as local, state, and central
governments, is essential to achieving.in. telligent p tterns
for developmental growth. Planning intervention.str ttegles

,is lal-sely a matter of policy forniation, commitment of
resources, and the design' and execution of 'an' effective
deliVery system.

Failure our laCk, of a rural development policy. .in America
was largely. the resultof inaction in both the public and
prive sectors.and at both the macro.'and micro levels,
especially in 'pFojective.analysis and strategy design. ThiS.
inaction has crewed a vacuum of serious proportions. in
knowledge and experience. Soundlyibased data, analytical
systems, and projected developmental strategies are among
our serious deficiencies,

Building a strategy to solve problems requires that we
first decide^whether "what is" is gbod or bad, to what
extent ..and in what ways ---whysically, biologically, eco-
nomically:socially, politically, aesthetically, and perhaps,
morally. On the basis of this decision, Which provides the
starting point for ,prograrn design, we need to agree on
`what ought to be and todesign realistic programs for

making rural America more/attractive as a place of habita-
tion and earning One's income.

Our growing knowledge of essential elements in the rural
development process snakes it Ileac, that commuhity and
regional growth depends on the input of public resources
andgroup or collective action, in addition to self-mobiliza-
tion of local human resources. This fact poses a dichotomy
because of the types of action specified by a laissez faire,
policy and one that is comprehensive, systematic, and
dynamic. The dichotomy must be removed in order to,
work efftctively with the numerous variables now identi-
fied as essentiaf to the rural-development process) and to

3 Exemplified in the Rural Devc14ment Act of 1972.
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Iassure optimum complementarity of resource allocation
and effective use. Many land-grant univesitic's, government
agencies, and business enterprises are among those. who
are beginning to recognize these facts and to provide
central leadership in attacking the growing,rtiral

probleM.
Seemingly, people are not destined to get alopg without

problems. They increase their probletn-solvin,g, capabilities
through the: use of technology and. other means of en-
lightenment, but While doing this they also ,create new
p'obletcps. The latter are increasingly referred to as "second
generation probleml."' it may be assumed that problems
are 4,1 natural part of developmental change, if not also of
progress. Although it is axiomatic at fit-ogress requires
change, not all change is necessarily progress..So man is
at once a problem solver'and a creator of new problems,
and he- must attack his °new problems if he is to sustain
progress. His sfdll in manipulating the variables in this
continuous process determines the .physical' and social
quality4)f hislife and his economic cleStiny, .

There is a rapidly 'exparling "urlianization" of rural
America. Rural communities are becoming increasingly
sTetialized and interdependent,' not only with-each ,other
but with urban-centers. This trend contrasts sharply with
the situation in earlier years, 'when rural. communities were
largely agrarian arid self-sufficient. Bishop made the point
well'when he wrotes

The small. locally based, largely self-suffiCient rural. corn-
munity typically finds that its economic, social nd geographic
base mutt be, altered if it is to surv. ive. 'At the .sagterretile,.
most rural communities have been confronted with population
declines, changes in population corrposition. through out-
migration and 2in advanCe stages of dectitie even a 'dimin-
bthing tax .hasp. (Bishop, 1967:1000)

. Change is 'a major characteristic of this part of .the
twentieth century': At no time in. man's recorded, history
has' the speed of change been so swift:-Change or progress
in America, in less than one- generation, has taken us from
the outhousei to the moon. But, 'like all change, progress
has' its price. We in the land-grant universities should
decide the ',extent to which we are. willing to pay the
academic and other cosls of the innovations that alter
traditional emphases and resodtce allocations and ,that

'are neceSsitated,by the tiew requirements for critical public
service to rural development.

Structure of Rural Areas

.,c ,
One obvious condition is thattl, the structure of rural

areas, like urban areas, is dynami'd and constantly chang-
ing, with or without planned ex' ternal intervention. Hence,

. . . .

Problems created largely by technological progress, economic, social,
physical, and biologichl change. For example, land use; demography,
distribution of economic equity, environmental )ncroachments; new
educational requisites, and use of leisure time.

greater -unclergtancling of the riature of odic 'structure is
requisite to the design and implementation of plans' to
proMote clesirable change and arrest tnIclesirirble trends.
We need to ktvikr the structure of local areas to know how
to incoreorate detailed' information explicitly into the
design o development strategics for' changing the area.

To c scribe the structure of a rural area is to specify
its elements, the environment in which op-gting life's
acti ities take place, and the form ill which the parts,of
the structure are related to each other and to the entire,
sYstern of livin.,, To analyze .the structure of: an area for
development, we-first need to knowthe following: (1.). the
kind, amounts and quality of human economic and physi-,'
cal resources available; (2)* how these resources are or-
ganized; .(3) how 'the rewards.are distributed in relation
.to the quality of life; (40how the structure is changing;
(5) what improvements are needed; and () the most
promising intervention strategies.* .

,
Unfortunately, all ofIthe socioeconomic strata ofiAmeri- .

can society have , not prospered letpially w,e)1. We have
created some "lost audience's."' And these needto be iden-
tified and' brought. into the mainstream of modern''.
economic, social, and political life. Poverty is essentially ,

powerless without assistance from external sources.
It is becoming increasingly clear that the critical issue

in Ainerica's rapidly developing economy isc not simply
the pace of growth, but the nature and distribulion of - ..

grow'th among its citizens. A centralissue created by the .

maldistribution of growth is tbe,critical. imbalgice of
equity between the low-incorine stratum and The middle- .
and upper socioeconomic levels in both rural and urban
areas. Disparity is growing, especially between iCapid overt -
all growth and comparable improvements, in the economic
and .social status of the "poor." In free-choice societies,
there appears to be a natural tendencyfOr growth and its.,
products. to concentrate in the more dynamic sectors, with
relatively small benefits accruing' to . the lower socioeco-
nomic

.
nomic groups. ,. ,

The technological revolution has not only established
the level-of-living patterns of all Americans, but also con-
tinuously increases the, pace of the country's economic
gkowtht But fortmany reasons, masses olAmeficans--1- some
30rnillion of them have not yet propertyshared in the
affluence it has created. Large numbers of rural people,
whose low-leve salable ;kills corm-Pit them to. a condition ,-

of economic deprivatism, live beyond the reach of normal,
present-day market forces and public services.

Abundant vidence shows that current programs, di not
adequately se the needs and aspirations of these people.
Therefore, we a e challenged to create some new frames Of
reference' ne proaches established -within the present '-
institutional framework, but innovatively extending be-

5 The writer coined the term -"lost audience" to designate the group(s)
generally characterized by low edudation, low socioeconomic status,
and a minimal share in the distribution oPAmerica's affluence.
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yond it. 'Ill.'s' lost 'indience'intist reachyd,,and influ-
enced in',its own stteiwecoilomic,and physical/etti4 and
largely on its ont /trims. Loc,ked cycle.7pf perpetual
dkadvittuage. tips(' peopl continue t.c..be deprived
artiinstitutioa'alized programs, unlike "bustness'as usual,"
are created. x(ipported, and executed at:effective. levels.

I /

Needed Research

variable." Both are essential to the change process.
We

rl
need

"
16 reeogi`lize trial there is much More to; life

than profits; divide! s, rind technology.1

. Thus the lualor,probleins to be solved in the next .decade
or more are largely. 1!'peOple problprns. not technological
polilems alone...1nd to approach these problems snccessfully.
We will need to restore pm, riot technology, as the central'
forcZ."clIecting 'ecovoiniesociid ond politicoThrehauge..
To meet the challenge requims 'that we learn more about li'dvc
to make human use e,f the Apixations and emotions of society.
In Ahls'ventue, we need to reindtn coustantl aware that' it

.

,uot man's technology or his physical resources alone, but
what he doi.s with them, that is or transcendent importance''
ut:his progress. (thogans, 712:3621

Consequently, the essential .elemert in efThrts to con-
trol the combination of a permissive'social, system and an
advancing technological state is a prNtilirig human
quality, Hum-kin resource development; hich] of course
requires.a -supporting teehnologiOal, base, may rneed to
became' America's primary'goal: The central problem ins
rhral development, then, is to establish ancrimaintain
,condition of optimum complerRentai-ity between the hu-
man and technological variables. Thus, the rural develop-

!Tinent specialists, adniinistrators; and recipients arc all
ponfronted by a major challenge.'"

Indeed, here is brought into play the process ,that is

central in all efforts to improve the quality of life: prop- .'
erly, syniiheSize what is, what is possible, and what is valuable;.,
and then achieve themaxiMnm of the valuable that
resources make possible. Hence, designtg strategy for
rural development consists basically of: first; identifying,
the nature of needs- or opportunities for improvements;..
second, identifying, rnobitlizing, and allocating resources
required to meet the needs; and then designing and int.-
Flementing an orderly series of steps (program) that will
take ,adv9.ntage of the opportunities to enrich 'people's
lives. Placing investpents 'where th4% are most needed
and will produce' the maximum, human good is es-

sence of designing programs for de`ifelopmeual change..

"..

In thcilesign of strategies for rural/development, soundly
'based data,collectioil and, analYtiVa systems at all levels
arc marl:, requirements. This nc/d is a great concern of
etttcatidnal institutions and state and federal agencies in

making and priority setting. In short, using. experi-
l mental approaches whe're possible, W.e need io establish a

research base coippaable to that achieved for modern
agricultural development; but loctised largely on secOrid-
generation problems. This 443proach can give us new in-
sights into cause and effect '1slationships versus the usual
normative survey. or descriptive method; it can help focus
on causes rather than syinptomsWAt beSt, the' traditional,
normative survey approach can only reveal the status quo
or "what is." It cannot tell us "what cart be" or.. "what
should be." .Certainly, bench -mark data are essential as a
starting .point for good strategy design, but we know
'pretty well from the vast survey dita tiow available the
answer to the question: Wirat is? What we lack so'acu. tel
is the clata.o_hat would help, answer the more complex
questions: What should be? And ;How can this condition
be-achieyed?,Ability to respond eftectlively, to these critical
questions is forernopt in ourand-gant universities and in
USDA agencies: Until such data are expanded, thd clarity
of problems and soundness Of programs%will be limited.

'Strategy

At the present time, To clear-cut, widely applicable pre-
scription or recipe for 'achieving developmental groth
of rural areas exists. The variables are so many, so Varying..
in valence, and socomplex in relationship as to explicitly
defy the -construction 'of a variable map that would.be
useful beyond the hypothetical level of probability. Yet,
we are striving' to understand. the process and to advance
somo models reflecting, strategies that are at least well

. reasoned and foundedon substantial research and experi-
ence.

Basically,' the problems tend to be "people problems,",
not just technological problems alone. No longer is the
engineering-technological variable4he only limiting one;
the socio-psychological, econorrlic, and political elerne'nts
now 'impose major constraints. And solutions may require
the placement of people in pthe role of the 'dependent
variable, with technology in the role of an independent

. ,

Rural Development Act ,of 1972
r

7

A. landmark* effort in the direction of establishing a
nationali strategy for rural dpvelopment -is the Rural Devel7
op,nent Act of 1972
. The purpose of this legislation is "to provide for improv-
ing the economy and, living 'conditions in rural America"
(1972:4). The act is eomprehensive; it. broadens the scope
of many established agencies, institutions, and program4

_including colleges and universities. Id presenting the bill
to the -Senate of the United ,States, Senators. Talmadge
and Miller said:

("Flie,,,torm "dependent variable" is used lb%re to mean the central ele-
nictat or condition to be changed the change target. The term :incle-

_ 'pendent, variable" means"the clement dr condition employed as the
influencer of change the change age;t,



/The Rual.Development Act' 61'1972 will enable this Nation
ilo help to.develop more and better johS and incorne earning'

/opportunities in rural communiti s to relieve the pressures
of populatinn, over-growth, and en Vironmental pollution in

,ythe cities. (1972:60)
Among the wide-ranging.opportuhities. for land-grant

u ersities provided by thgseveral titlesin the act, some
quite specific apivitie.si arc indicated by the following
statement's in Title V.

The purpose of this title is to encourage and foster a bal-
anced .natiOnal dtzvelopment that provides opportunities for
increased numbers of Americans. to work a41 enjoy a high
quality of` life, dispersed throughout om... Nation, by providing

- the essential knowledge for successful' programs of rural de-
elopmnt. (1972:16)

'In its specification of VPfograms Authorized," this Title
V further states:

r The Secretary of Agriculture is directed and authorized to
conduct in cooperation and in Coordination with colleges and

,universities the following prokran;.s to carry out the purposes'
of this title:

Rural Development Extension Prirgiams. Rural development, -
extension programs shall consist of the collection, interpre-
tation, and dissemination of tiseful information and knowl-
edge from research and other sources to units of multisulte .

regional agencies, state,,eounty, municipal, and other units '.
of govesn'tnent, nmIticotinty plarming and development ..
districts, organizations of .citizens. contribut,ing to rural
development, business "or industries that employ or may
employ people in rtiratarea,s. These programs shall include
technical services and edUcational activity,including iastruc-

° don for persons' not enrolled as students in colleges or,
17universities, to facilitate and encourage the useand'practical'

application 'of this information. These programs also may'
include feasibility studies and planning assistance. /
Rural Development Research. Rural development research
investigations, and basic feasibility studies in anr'field or
dissiibline which may develop principles, facts, scientific
and technical' knowledge, new technology, and other informa-
tion that may be useful to agencibs of Feral, State, and

. lac,ll government, industries in rural areas, development
programs and activities in planning and cakr4Qng out such'
programs aril activities or otherwise be practical and useful

, in achieving increased ruraldevelopment.
Small Farm Extensjan,CResearch, and Development Programs.
Small farm extension and research and. development pro-,.
grams'shall consist of extension and research 'programs with

.respect,Zo ne,yazproaches for small farms in mana'gement,

1

agricultural production techniques farm machircery tech-
nology, new prOducts, cooperative agricultural marketing,
and distribution suitable to the economif_developmeni of
family size farm, operations. (1972:17),

Other provisions of the act with spmihl relevance to the
$ analysis pfojected in this paper are' dcscribed,in the fol-

lowing statements:
The bill builds tile new program on the foundation laid

over the past 100a years by' the Department or Agriculture
and the State land-grant colleges in connection with engineer-
ing and agriculture and home economics. This focus of the

I.

land -grap, ,.stein is shifted, by Title. V to include' iural
:clevelopnent and solution of the' problems of 'people on small

farnis, .

No longer will .land -gram college activities be someA hat
confided to the colleges of agriculture, engineering,. and home
economics. The resources of the entire cainpus ... will be
utilized:,

Title V of the Rural Development Act of 1972 gives a
major role to the!lan,d-grant colleges of 1890.

Both scientific research in the laboratories and offiC'es on .
..'..tlw clunpuscs and., the extension education facilities of all,thesc

1 .schools are going to be put to work to help facilitate and guidC
' rui;a1 devolopment.... (1972:53)

. o.,
An ironic aspedt of the .rural,, o-urban migratiot, espe-

cially during. the fast two de ades, is that it 14,partly
influenced 'by the %ame. forces that brought national eco-,
nolnit progress. 'Technological advances in agriculture,
home economics, and related areas drastically reduced labor
requirements., freeing millions of farm workers for employ-
nierrt in manufacturing and service industries located
mostly in' utbart centers: Yet, agriculture remains basic to
the welfare of r'ural America, a keystone of the national
economy, and the nation's largest industry .in' terms of its
'dollar assets and the n tuber of jobs provided on farms
arO'gc,nerated in relate. services. It has a direct effect on
more hian,200.rnillion American consumers of farm prod-
ucts and must continue to receive major attention t:ry land.
giant universities; government, and industry. ,

'; ,'
..

Heoce, as previously mentioned, the purpose of this
analy'Sis is not to minifnize the critical importance of

=continued andtgowing attention to agricultural progreSs,
00

btu. rather to emphasize the new, wide-ranging OPportu-
.

nities for public service in the realm of rural development.
.

forcesforces that produced agriculture?'s unparalleled effi-
ciency a major one being the land-grantuniversity system

* simultaneously formed some'second-generation problems
' in rural America. They left a legacy of dilapidated houses,

a dearth 'of educational opportunity, and isolation from
the improved health care and economic oppor.tunities,
while at the same 'time they contributed indirectly to the
burgeoning of probldras in urban areas. . .

In any event, 'the foregoing conditions and-trends sup-
port the, conclusion that one of America's critical develops
mental needs, now and for some time to 'come, is to estakr-
li-sh a' more. Equitable balance of lo,cial,..ecOnoinicp demo-
graphiC, and physical elementslairiong. its rural, suburban,
and urban sectors as places to live and to make A living.
I't was stated earlier that major :emphasis on the further
development of rural areas appears to offer. an attractive
alternative to the development of congeSted urban centers.

/ %/ ,

CONCEPTS 90F AGRICULTURAL AND .

`RURAL DEVELOPMENT

A few years ago, when American farmers overran the
granaries with food and feed grain and the meat' market
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with aMmal products, the argUment arose in some less
knowledgeable groups that we had solved bur rural devel-
opment problem in the United States. Indeed, the. food
supply-demancl relationship appeared to support such an
argument at that time, when agricultural and rural deyel-
oprhent were viewed as, synonymous processes. The over-
supply situation was crated by the successful advancement-

. of agric' ultural .science, -arkcl education, largely generated.
by- the land-graiii. universities with cooperation from tilt!
USDA, business, andindustr}i. ThroUgh this infrastructure,
Aniqican farmers the first in the world to-do so were
led 'to belieVe that science and education 'are_ useful :to
them, that science is a problem- solving toot; that education

- is the means for its Is and that Through the use of these
-4,resources they could, improve, their production efficiency

and economic status: The assumption "proved to be valid,
especially for the larger operators and more skilful entre-

. preneurs. Many Of th-C. most .draillatic changes In our
society have been achieved through technical application
of scientific :discoveries. ?

-` .
. However, the transition of Ameridan society .from rural .
to urban ', tg,progressively" smaller :number of,,farmers
needed to produce the ,ierciuired food and 'fiber,- the chapg-,
ing value patterns, the large number of Americans not now
in ale mainstream of progress, and numerous 'related
problems* have' raised signifiaane new questions for arl
educational institution whose historical focus (mi. at ltaSt

:the image of Its focus) has been produ'ction .,agri'cult4e'
and people who lived.' mostly Lon farms. Cemral among
these questionsIS':-How% can land-grantuniVersities, through ,
their well-established systems of research, on;catlipus teach -
ing, and off-campus extension education, relate theif' cur-
rent functioris, resources, and-structures to a fast-cflanging
rural environment so as to remain educationally significant D'

.societal institutions ?'``' e .

It was mentioned earlier that, until recently, the -United
States scarcely. had a macro rural development policy
other than laissez:faire-. But the same,cannot be said about
agricultUral development policy. Jri fact, the opposite is
the case. Tost.ipport this: point, one needs only examine'
historically, some of the 'major milestones iii the develop-

.
mom of the American, agricultural system to the highest
level of productive efficiency and. scope the world hasyytt.
achieved.

,

Five of the most far-reaching policy deciSions affecting
agriculturaldevelopmCnt.are: (1) the establishment, during
Lincoln's administration; of the United States DepartMent
of Agriculture, which he termed "thepeoplei's depariment"i-,

(2) the congressional' acts of 1.82. and -1890, commonly
."Called the Laria-grant 'College -Acts, whicli provided for
the establishment of o'the United States System of.colleges:
of agriculture,..,engineering, and home economics; (3) the

.

7

7 The U.S;: population was predominantly rural until abouti.1920. Since
their the process of urbanization Ifas continuqd anc rural population
has declined. Consequently; by :1970 nearly 3 out of every 4 person§
were living in urbanized territory....

o\
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Hatch Act of 1887, whici4 led torthe creation of our vast
system Of agricultural research:, (4) the Smith-Lever Act
of 1914 which provided for development orOu'ripervasive
extension education system; and (5) the Smith - Hughes
Act of 1917, Thich. provided for the teaching 'of agricul-
tural eduezti.91,1 at the secondary-school level.

'Mese piGneeting, wide-scope actions by thehigheSt level
of governmental authority constituted the primary sprillg-
boards in a national policy u agricultural development;
they have provided for thedevelopment of trained man-
power, research leading to new technologies in agriculture
and home 'economics, aryl for the systematic extension of
this new knowledge, .especially 't)D the farm people of
America, who provide. the primary management of the
production phase Ofit e agricultural enterprise. t

4Since the establish ent these; federal laws (policy 4

decisions), numerous others have been enacted that have
further:shaped the nation's intentions to transcend9the, gap
between the low_ proauction assotiated, with traditional

.lgricultaral practices and a mode, scientifically baied, !

. market-oriented agricultural inatry. Major among these
later,actions tvits'the CongressiOnal legislation" in.. the 1930's,
augmented,- by numerous successive orefiNmentes focused
on agi,:icultmal adjustment, all op-which gave both clarity
and force to a nationwide agricultural 'policy.' these
historical actions, focused primari13,, on agriculture, demon-'

.stratethusefulness of differentiating between the concept
i ..of rural clevelopment.and agricultural crey'elopmeat. To the

0. . ,
elctent that the two processes are significantly different,'a
dichotomy is ,created' that implies the need for.,i;olitP

, .,
. :1' .,- ,

decisions relaled to bait.'
Let the analysis beginErAth the ,fact. that many:',iand ; .,.;9

Inaybe most, of our .current agricultural leaders'wo have i I

but few self-proclaimed rural-4velopment leaders 7- tend
. ',to equate aysynonymovs -the° processes of agricultural;

de'velopment and rdal. development. This tendency, .may
.understandably be determined. by their. formal training ...

.
arid professiotial experience, which ate larkely oriented

4-5.to agricultural itechnolom), and hence, to production,
. ,

Most
.

agriculture. Most of them arei5roducts of, or are associated
with] the land:Iran4 college .systernin researc.h., teaching, .

tir._..extension. Consiequently, they are committed toserv.icing
production agriculture which is, increasingly,: commercial
farming On a Large scale. ,.'

As a restilt of these- histtirical actions, the brueprirms for'
agricultural development offered up to this time are largely
focused on nonhurnasn vaiiables,. economic, .biological,

Aechliological, and physical in content; and hence they

. -
'lend to exclude the critical hurfla"n element. Yet the htlf,nan
behavioral variable is the ultimate-ecieterintnant of both/

,,.
0.

a

4

E

the-quality and speed of progressive innovation in all .
sect.iirs of human 'progress. PeopIe are the final "gate
keepers"; they determine the quality and speed of qrogres-t

.
8. For an elabgration Of this development,' see Leagans, f. Paul., 1966:

244-249.

5
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sive innovation. iAncl to pRomOtc mprovenvirits in the
quality of modern living calls for a social scince P'cr-
spective'in addition to biological and technological' inpufstr
. The point Ps supported viel by Schultz in his. statement
that: `t r ..

The pion9ers who designed the pattern of our land-grant
colleges of agriculture had 'the foresight and courage. to.gamble

eon science and potential .to. agricultural
production. This gamble has paid oil' handsomely, exceedingo
the highest expktationAof those early leaders. putA;debt'
them is accordingly large. But the Success of this grand public
venture has entailed a type of specializAon in, instruction
and research" that eover-valties Vie material, components in ,
agriculture...and that, by the same tokeounderedues the huntaij
components. Collegds of agriculture have a strongly built-in
penchant to toncentrate on plantS,. animals, land, and,com--
modities,Qand, to neglect health; schooling, skills, and otherh-
human capabilities ... My argument is not'that the Material
agricultural input's are unimportant, but that they are far
from sufficient in obtaining an optimurnrate of rural develop-
ment. (Turk and Crowder, 1967:393-396j..
It s1110yld be pointyd out here, however, that many:of

the 'socioeconomic problems of rural areas,,such as under-,..
ernploymerit, in'adequaie education,.substandard hotising,
poorVtrition, lack of health services';.and inadequate com-

LIunication facilities, are not exclusively -associated with.0
agriculture; they_are tound also,,in.urban aleRg. J\Teverthe-
fdss,, most universities do not. yet tIliae the necessary array
4' personnel .or tectindlogieal esources to 'attack all
these preobltms. The new,resonrces.naded will have to be

,created through the cooperilive efforts of many
within the University, through substantial support from
local; state, and federal' governments, and frorii industry.

To view agncultural development and rural develop-
ment dis currently equatable phenomena .is to accept 'at
least three implicit assumptions: (1) productionaoricalture

kl'" \ 't
is the dependen4 variable in the process of mut) develop-
ment and, hence, also in' improving way?. of making a
li`vingand-of the quality of life in ruraltAmerica; (F) the
agricultural enterprrse'ean offer pernwent, gainful, occu-
pational opportunity "for all who dare interested iQ rural
life; and (3) the image of agriculture 043 an occupation
arid'the qUaliiy of life' associated with it.are acceptable to
4 all residen o rural area and others who may wish to
return thereboth yotIng and old. '

Current facts and trelids raise numerous qt.J4ons about.
the validity of eacli, of these assumptions.
. So long-as rural America was primarily agricultural, ag-
rictilturali development policy and rural deveropment--policyl
could be largely synonymbus; but this is no longer true foil
a ration in which,less "than a fifth of the rural population is
living on farms', and of the population living `on farms, less
than, half of the. 'Income 'comes from 'agriCtiltufe, "(Capp,
1972:1) ,,

It appears, then, that in...the distant past; agricultural
development policy and rural. development policy could

` have .beeit viewed, with justification,as essthltially common,
.

1
el

2. Increase
livestock.
quanta
management. practices, or, more frequently some c'onibin4iSn
of t hese. I

Agricillturat growth. This means the total growth of agri-.
cultural. productioman a particular national economy, whether
resulting from exp4sion or, development.
4. Rising value of agricultural products per agricultural worker.

. In one sense, that coricept 's0erus to be the most pertinent to
the ultimatewyobjective of all troductfim activity, since the
total of ;goods and services ,that mankind, can consume de-

; pends On, the total that it prodnces,"and,the total that can be
produced depends on the average 'productiop per person;
5. Rising income per:person
6. Agricultural transformation, This refers to the norrinal long-

0

processes. But 'socioecon
especially since World

micand demographics changes,
ar II, have saltered this' relation-

shier; 'so that now they should be regarded as two dis-
tinctly different, but interrelated, policy areas.. Because of

tthe immense complexity of thesetwo separate pit related
processes, precise. definitions are difficult; but to. relate
intelligently to them, one must have atleastc,a general
concept of their basic nature and' major elements.

,
\
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Agricultural DeVeloOmenf
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I

The most widely, used single 'index
o

to aviadtuial
velopment is the concept or real agr'ieultural growt14per.:? .,

capita. The follOwing are adaptations of an analysis' of '
the concept be Arthur T. Ii4Osher, a,n international 4Lithor-
ity ,on agricultufal developinent' , ! '

Z.: FarMing itself. Farms are' the plai::e'S where all pf the' cOm,
ponents tit hgriculturaproduction are.fmt togetherynanagei
ment, production inputs, etc. ,°

°4

de-

Agi-sOport 'activities'. These are not farming but are es-,-
sentia' I to, progressive farm production. They include such
activities 45`.. ayeloping (prodlicing)band distribuOng fer-
tilizers, imprOlip.seed,t,,s5stie;ideg,-farm implements, ea They '

j.

also include such . non -commercial aCtivides,,ds;' research, ex-
,tension 'eduCation,.educations,and,traini4 of technicians and
,Many othei related.functions,
, Appropriate agri-climate. The agri-thnrOe is made up of all
of those. influences and ,`rules-ofthe-garn?i,yvithin which both s.

farming "and' agri-support activities must operate. These. are .
composed of:social values, social organization, prices, impact tisl
of legislation, taxation, markets,' nature of 'political and ad- '1,,2;..-

ministrative process and numerous other elements. /
Mosher goes on to say, that the term"agricultu5a1/

development" represents a cluster of.at least six rela'ted
but separate clusters cfe'onc6pts:

1. AgriGtultural 'expansion!. This occurs when additional !arid
is broug14,.into agricultuial 'production, utilizjng!'additional
labor and capital.instrunaents without a. change in "the state
of the arts" of farmproduction'or activities../

ko duction per acre of 'Cropland or per 'head of
t primarily, a .change 1-ic nature or

of plirchai6d farm inpits, or changes in livestock

Alt ; .

'
1/4
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run phenotnenon,-as a.nation's econotny rises io productivity.
-)for`wor,kers win. slted_out of agriculture'into tither types of

.4,economic life. hi,thisease, ckvilOpivent consists,of whatever
changes in

tagriet
atu re;aRyiNte nt with maximum °Wall

1 proditcivSt for t he tvenony as''a 'whole: The, agricitueetf
e county might %,elleibe "rlei.e,topint2;" in the very'.00c'ess of
disamiearini,(Mosher, 1971:1J-17T i ' '. v.

fvfosh .r ctigcludes by S''tating: '
.

. 'I'lle itOst straightforward and '"useful of these six concepts
io of intrkpltural development are die first two: agricultural'

expahsion, in the sense of .Zictencliilg snidely liceepted tech-
nologi- tg the cuitivation ofland, and ,i`grieultural dtivelop7
merit. ii,icreasini the' output per acre frte,,l0 by.ppf-rropriaie
chaurg in farm inputs and practices ... Programs to accelerate
expansion are different from thOsedto stip-Ciliate. development:

. ..\ -
To -pibre adequately de,scribe.the growing complexityief

at

Pt

..,

(N.fosher,. 1971:17) ,

' ."the Amdicari agricultural industry, term "agribusines "s"

v

. a si \ . -. -
, ...

to. be the concept of a cnnst4pt expanKion in 'the nroduc:
tri ... ..,

tion of agricultural products that is corrupensurate with
It. F- . ,.ciptimum ;;leveiS.oi.quaritity, quality, and economic return

that rare within thelihritations imposed by available pro-
st

loction resources. Hence,' the basic strategy for agricul
tural development largely incorporates nonhuman variables

physical, e,coistZmic, biological-, and technological and
thus tends to assume, thlt the ultimate dependent variable

. id' uril life, which is the qtiality of pq'ople's living; will
' tAk 'be of itself.'w .,.

. . .4.:

.
rs Implicitly, the, foregoing;; conceptual analysis..asumtia
[hat agricultural development:arid rural development are
equatable processes. This `traditionall'y heleassumption, is

`neat only being challenged but appears to dm knicEeaAgly.
;ectutable. 'in the light of currept .ddmogrgphic, socioeCo- r,"

najnici .ktechnological,trand physical trendg in the United
States*

,
. .

has come into i'wldesivead use during the last decade:The
term refers-to the total

4
of all the' activi4es involved int, .; .

stipplAngA agricultural prodttctipn, inputs,', in producing
food and .fiber, and )n processing and distributing r,..aW
materials and, consumer pnoducts (ce Davis and Gold-

rg, .957: 7).

0 IL 0

4 :
cOperationally, they term "agril5usiness" wits "used in a

recent cnEnell University ilgriciAtu4ral xi7ierimerit 'Station
study to include:

*MP ecimomisc. units (firms land farms) and all people (p
etipationally engaged in these units at bast half of whose
volume, on a dollar value basis, include orie.;'Or several of

'the following activities'` producing prothictcsd
' supplying inputs' direct,ly'r to tIs 41-tadfc'ers of\agri'cultubil o

4products; receiving, handling, stoping,:an,ct shipping; and all
other` activities, involving the prodda up to mid including
the primary processing. (Taylor and`Leagans, 1970:11) ,

,

These and numerous other attemptsby various au,t1tozs
to express a concept of 'agricultural development make it

.'clear that. aglicultgral modernization, !,abovealt; is a

t. 'dynamic, not t static, process that changes with the intro-
ductiqp.of new scientific and, technological ideas.

Clearly there are. utopian solutions;to the quantitative
or qualitative dimensions of the:picicess, ,but three:routes,

a,,,,,,,---- , .

. \ Rural i'.
,

m
e

, e Foi6various-Ieasons, including the la'rke nuber of first-6

genergeneratiori' urban people whol-iadka @rm background, theation'
..:American public still generally equAtes the terms "agri,- , ,1

culture," arural," and "faem" as' conceptually synonylhous. :

This confusion tends, to carry into our leg'islatu'res which, .
until recently, have made but2little effort to articulate
significant differences id the agricultufal developmbnt and
Turaldevelopment piOcesses., and to express their, views
legislatively. A new breakthrough. however, is made by
the Rural DevelopmentAct of 1972 previously mentioned.
This congressional act is a far-reaching. legislative manifes-
tation of a new awareness of the peed.for, and emphasis

oil, rural development in America. . , . .
Title V Section 507 defines rural development "for the

1.,

purposes of thig title" as follows: .
"Rural bevekpm,, ent" means the planning, financing, and

development oP facilities and ,services in rural areas that con-

appear promis:ng: (1) Creating a niacroenvironment that
makes poskible and-.enCourages The .ultiinate decision maker ,

`(farmers) to modify. farming patterns (2) building a'body
4useflil teehnology,and available requisite production inputs,
°that fill the, modernization requirement; and (3) optimizing .

extensidn. education system that effectively, relates these.
conditions and resources to each other, and matches them
with ,current behavior in ways that stimulate innovations
which progressively overcome,achie'vement disparities common
to traditional agriculture. (5ca4ans, f971:103)
Agricultural'scientists have shifted to a.common belief

that support of.a suhsistane-level farming is a mistake in
agricultural developinent programs: But this vim', may not
bold for rural-development, since the farm can provide a
place to live: and, in.addition, partial economic suppc't.
Centralsto.the process'-of agricultural development appears

s?
- a

tribute to II-taking these areas desilable places in which to
live and make privaee ancj business investments; the plannini,
development and expansion of business and industry in rural
areas to Royale increased employment and income; the plan-

e

ning, development, conservation, and use of hand,-water and
a other natural resources of rural .areas to maintain or enhance

the quality of the environment for people and business in
rural areas; and processes and procedures that have said ob-
jectives as 'their major purposes. (Rural Development, Act,
.1972:19)

As mentioned earlier'in this analysis, the metropolitan
areas, for several reasons, have accumulated more. people
and problems than they can manage, 'at the same
time, rural villages, small towns, and the stirroun'cling
countryside are 'being drained of Their people, and ccin- '
comitant resources. The centralimage that appears in the-
definiiiOn of rural development just given suggesti a po

3

.tential solution to our critical imbalance of people and
opportunity somewhat as fans: 0 3,4
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A new tylW of community, neither urban nor rural, but
possessed With the highest values of both; a functional, Multi-
county Community of Tomorrow that blends the economic
and cultural opportunities of affluent metropolitan life with
the space and beauty of the countryside.

These COmmunities of TomoiTow will make 'possible in
cT'both city and countryside a quality of civilization that fully

reflects man's aspirations and inventiveness:
Imagine, if you _will, a time in the future when the Ameri-

can landscape, isllotted with communitieslhat include a blend
of renewed small cities, new towns, ,add growing rural vil-
lages. Each, is a clusterwith,.its own jobs and industries, its

- own college or university, its own medical center, its own
cultural, entertainment, and recreational centers, and with an
agriculture fully sharing .in the national prosperity. .e`j

r. jmagine hundreds of such cdmmunities that would make
it poSsible for :300 million Americans to live in less congestion,
4ian.200 million live today that would enable urban cen-
tars tobecome free.of smog and blight, free of overcrowding,
with ample parkland within easy reach of all.

The shape and nature of the Communities of Tomorrow
will vary with .the needs and desir!es. of the people.

However, they will have certain basic characteristics.
First, the Community of Tomorrow will cover a much

larger geographij,area'than today's community. It may extend
'ovel..several counties. It will `include a large, or small city of
two and a number of tos.'ns, villages, shopping centers, with
open country in between. Together they wiliprovide the
economic, social, and cultural facilities for the area.

Second, the CoMmunity orTomorroW will be natural in its
geographic- structure. Each of its components villages, towns,
cities, and counties .will be bound .together by roads, rivers,
and other' physical and resource feattireS that ,,enable it to.

be a. dynamic arid (idly functioning economic, social,' and
4cultural Unit.

I Third, the Community of Tomorrow will offer a wide range -
;of industrial jobs as well as a full range of employment in
!bUsiness, research; professional, and trade services. Other jobs
!will be filled by people 'simply providing services, for other
people.

A dream world? Not exactly. It is a.. world, we can build.
if we are willing to work for it. (USDA, 1964:)

S9, a viable concept 6f rural- development incl des agn-
'cultural development but goes far beyond it( in scope,
purpose, and process. The process requires an inf,astruCture
of such magnitude that it ma0est he viewed not as a
single program but as a cluster of interrelated program's
'functioning simultaneously and in sequence. Hence, suc-
cressful. attempts: at rural development are likely 'to' em-
phasize mobilizing a wide range of resources, to be fo-

0 ,
cused on basic problems of "people developmept" by

. careful programming, and coordinating the problem-
solving programs into a unified system of ,integrated;
gro*th-centered, continuous developmental change in
rural America.

Such a strategy projects beyond the traditional concept
of a single-unit agricultural development, fo integrated,
multiple-unit,- comprehensive rural development-designed

to improve the gm. ley of life of all the people residing
in Americas counir side.. The strategy does not propose
to move people 'from 'their communities, but to develop
all manner of way; to increase opportunities for improving
the quality of, life:in. the local setting; for example, alter-
natives to agricultiiral employment, adequate health and

.education facilities, and communication services. The pur-
pose, then, of rural. development is to.open the doors of

" opportunity wider so that people'can achieve and maintain
a satisfying level of' ccOncttnic and social wellbeing in the
rural areassof/ tnerica and, at the sametime, to indirectly
reduce the g 9 mg congestion in ,urban centers..

Results if1 come slowly, but a wise, comprehensive 410.
policy and ustained action over the years will be cumula-
tive. This /is the way to progress toward building per
vasively into our rural areas the optimum conditions for

ihuman living: It is one major avenue leading to balanced,,
'integrated /national growth; it is the economic, social,
physical and, maybe, political antidote to the "Crises of
the cities." Ruraldevelopment, then; is one of America's
most promising' frontiers during the ,last quarter of the
twentieth century, and land-grant universities can provide
the most skillful leadership in achieving it.
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Summary of the Two Concepts

In "agricultural development," the production of food
and fiber at optimum levels of quantity, 'quality, and cost
per unit is viewed acs ,the:tdepentient variable. Essential
independent variables *hide all of the elements of pro-
duction technology: fertilizers, seed varieties, pesticides,
agricultural implements; also, other support activities,
including price levels, markets, trained personnel, national
legislative policy, research, extension education, and numer-
ous other elements that. influence-growth of the agricultural
enterpgise. ,

In contrast, "rural ae'Veloptnent" focuses on people and
their opportunity-for vocationally, economically, physi-
cally, and socially acceptable,levels of living as the de-
pendent variable. Independent variables include job
opportunity, housing, schools, health services, public utili-
ties, communication media, agencies such as Cooperative
Extension, and related resources essential- to an infrastruc-
ture capable of achieving acceptable levels of living and
qualities of the work placein rural America.

Rural development implies improvements in the way
people W6rk and live; agricultural developthent implies
constant .expansion in production of friod and fiber at
optimum levels of quality, quantity, and economic returns.
Rural development focuses on improvements in the quality
of life; agricultnial development ..focuses on the quality
of commodityprodUction to sustain life. The two processes
are neither mutually exclusive nor:are they identical. Strat-
egies for promOting either have implications for both.



THE PEOPLE'S UNIVERSITIES

Lancl-;grant universities across the United States were
established and have been widely accepted as "the people's
universities." In this unique role they have focused on the
discovery of new knowledge, manpower. development, and...
the promotion of wide utilization of technology. Thus, they
have been mission conscious and problem oriented to
current and projected public needs. With this focus they
have prOvided a gateway to new opportunities in a wide
'range of endeavors for both youth and adults. Today, as
at each stage of their developmental history,- ;these insti-
tutionslire faced with numerous new opportunities, prob- ,
'eras, and potentials for teaching, research, and extension
education. Their present approach to these 'new oppor-
tunities in public service, as in the past, will largely deter-

' mine their usefulness in the future as "people's universities."
Land-grant universities, by their unique desiln, survived

and thrived by teacihng, conducting research, and inform-
, ing the public .(exterlsioil). In myriad ways these activities

are independent, interdependent, and constantly changing.
However defined or approached, the sum of these three
major roles constitutes a land-grant university's product.-
Neither the generality of the objectives nor the difference:
in their specific linterpretatirms invalidates them as pro-
viding the .primary perspectives that will determine a
university's future. SuCh ,perspectives do not ignore size,
financial problems, or other issues. TheY-imply establish
the nature of the curriculum and the fundamental rela-
tionship between institutional, objectives and the, means
fors'accorripfishing them.'"

A critical' element in the unique nature a. the land-
grant university concept is its completeness as, an educa-

. . tional institution; it ,creates new knowledge, ',develops
educated manpower, and.extends usable information to
the public. The.. idea of coordinating research, on-campus
teaching, and off-campus dissemination of knowledge has
proved to,,,be one of the foremost. educational advance-,
ments in the free world.

But effectiveness of the institution demands that the
research, teaching, and extension functions. be closely..
coordinated and in reasonable balance. When Tesearch
moves too far ahead af teaching and ,extension, 'an inven-
tory of unused knowledge accumulates,.and thus, valuable
public funds are liladequately spent to 'the extent that the
use of such knowledge for die pubTic good is seriously-

1,

.delayed. Similarly, when teaching moves ahead of current
and applicable technological content, the institution pro-
duces poorly trained and -inadequate professional-man-
poWer. ,Likewise, when extension education is attempted
with inadequate, current technolOgical information or
Without a weli-timined professional staff, disappointing
results are a certainty.

If indeed our land-grant universities are to endure as
the people's universities, they must persist in their Goncern

for the, seriousness of their mission, the application of
science, the solution of problems; and the welfare of the
people. The concept of the land-grant college .demands
that educational eflbrts be' useful' at the ,highest level of
public good. To meet this requirement successfully they
must always match the knowledge resources of the univer- .

sity with the people's needs, both on and off campus..
For various reasons, some legal and some interpretive,

land-gt ant universities developed their. technological com-
petency 'primarily to serve agriculture and home econom-
ics. This was .a wise policy because it met a primary need,
But .today, society needs a technology and a system for
delivering it to people that can serve far beyond the.
requisi tes'of agriculture and home economics. Consequently,
many institutions are caught' with

to
resources

and maybe some lack of vision -- to utilize many of these
new opportunities for public_ service.

The role of the university must extend far beyond the on
campus classroom. Its research findings and talents must be
made available to the community. Faculty must be called
upon for consulting activities. Pilot projects, seminars, con-
ferences, T.V. programs and task foilccs, drawing on many
departments of the university, all should be brought into
playa This is a demanding assignment.'

The role of match-maker between resources and people's
problems is complex and may require some new approaches
to curriculum, 'staffing, teaching, research, organization,
and administration. In the future, more educational and
related resources may well be, channeled into the develop-
ment df the rich,and largely untapped human resources in
rural America. For example, through further training in
salable skills, numerous persons can be converted from tax
liabilities to tax assets. foClo this, however, many univer-
sities may need to reappraise the relationship of their
curriculum to new societal trends and needs:Thisoanalysis
may reveal new opportunities to., increase research and
educational services both on and beyond the campus for
adults and jtouth, regardless of their academic credentials.

The harnessing and development of both technological
and human resources is the 'essence of economic, social,
and possibly political improvements. The human being in
modern' society increasingly requires education ,for. con-
tinued progress in those afeas.' Hence, `a major challenge
for educational institutions today in the_United--States, as
elsew4ere, is to providefedu2aii6nal opportunities to deal
with a' widening range of problems in different 'circum-
stances.

Nowadays, our social conditions are marked, not by limited
knowledge, but by immense reaches of knowledge which grow
and change daily.... Changes of such magnitude challenge
the notion that a c011ege education must be limited to resi-
dence on a single campus for.a four-year block of time. (SUNY,
1972:42)

Land-grant universities were created, as provided. by the

9erom Presideht Johnson's Message to Congress, JaniIhry 12, 1965.'



Morrill Aet of 18(52, to fill a- recognized need for a wider
range of educational opportunity than was offered by the
existing institutions of higher education at that time.
Although Much has been accomplished, the necessity of a
more complete education not. only still exists but may be

even greater than before. The very nature of "the people's
universities" renders 'them distinctively capable of, making
the innovations essential' to matching their resources .and
cur rent societal needs. ['[ow else, it may be 'asked, can we
-adequately respond. to the American right of access For
all to public education resources and provide wLiatever
learning is needed throughout life?

INNOVATIQN: ROUTE TO PROGRESS

A common tendency among advocates of planned change
through education is to view innovation, as a unidimen-
sional phenomenon when, in fact, it is a multidimensional
process. Basically, innovation requires change. And change
through education requires movement from one set of
conditions (current patterns of behavior, physical, social,
economic,... etc.) to another set of conditions (new patterns
of behavior, qualities of ete.)that. is assumed to con,
stitute a more-- desirable state of- things. So .innovators
always fate a complex question: Innovate from what to
what? Their efforts must reflect both ends of the "what-
to-what" continuum and an understanding of the relation-
ship.' The first "what" relates to the status quo (what is);
rheecond to new condition& perceived to be more-desirable
(what ought to be). Modern technology and }progressive
value systems provide practicable alternatives to the status
quo and, hence; make effective economic and social inno-
vations not only desirable but possible.

.

Progressive innovation, however, does not demand refu-
tation of all elements of the status quo, because all .aspects
of current behavioral patterns arid the condition of things
are by no means inhibitors of progress ,in most situations.
Instead, it requires that ithe technological and value con-
tent, of promising innovations consist of ideas to use and
improve the progressive aspects of current conditions and
huMan behavior.

Modernization in any form requires new knowledge, the
skills to use it, and the attitudes that place a value on
promising innovation. Promoting changes that yield progress
is a timeless process" of effectively' combining the effects of
its Central elements; primarily custom, 'tradition, ideology,
technology, physical resources, education, opportunity,
modernity, .and a sense of purpose. In manipulating these
variables one must attempt to harmonize the forces 'of
tradition and modernity... The humn- element is central
in this conflict. .

Innovation, then, has always an antithetical relationship
with. the status quo. The two condition's cannot immutably
coexist. As the prevalence- of one widens, the other. nar-

rows. I'he firSt represents deviation from the existing state
of' affairs; the second represents maintenance of it. When
properly designed and directed, the first represents deSirable
progress; the second traditionaliSm. A central problem For
agents of change sttnis from the dualism between these
two forces, which are locked in a constant struggle in all
institutions the one seeking to promote innovation, the
other to maintain the status quo. The'former represents
incentives' to change; the latter inhibitors to change. The
former tries to throw the latter off balance; the latter tries
to keep this from happening. s

When thu strength of influence of these two opposing
forces is equally exerted, static or passive behaVior pre-

1-lo achieve innovation through the power of'edu-
cation, an imbalance in the 'relative influence exerted by
the opposing forces on behavioral patterns must be created.
To produce this imbalance requires introducing new forces
for change (change incentives), such as useful technology
and 'new value] orientations, and weakening or displacing
the existing forces that work against change (change in-
hibitors) adherence*: to outmoded practice and belief
patterns, for example. Hence, to 'produce innoption for
modernization requires at least. four kinds of action: (1)
introduction of additional change incentives, (2) strength-
ening- change incentives already present, (3) removing or
weakening change inhibitors irohe situation, and (4) creat-
ing effective complementarity of the forces for Moderniza-.
tion (Change incentives)."

Setting for Innovation

The following conditions are generally fount among
those that lead to the need for reorienting the focus of an
institution or i4 units.

Internal factors such as: expanded or reducbd scope of
functions, increased Complexity of roles, grouping of
incompatible .functions, and personnel,' and anticipated
new roles. In short, an organization that developed
largely by expedience rather than by organizational
design and principles is usually in need of some redesign.

External societal factors such as: economic, social,
political, demographic, and technological changes that
affect the living patterns and "way's of making- a livitig
of a society and the potential clientele, all of which hold
implications for changing roles and refocusing the ob-
jectives and resources of the units of a university.

Public image. A university and its major units eventu-
ally establish a-public image. Asa result of societahchange

or progress the public image inevitably becomes
incongruent with the image perceived by the institution's
faculty when it fails to periodically reorganize and re-

IC Behavior is perceived broadly to include "thinking," ."feeling,'," and
"acting." .

nn The foregoing ideas.about the,nature of innovation are among those
emerging from our growing knowledge of the modernization process.
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tocus itA rsonces iii line with public ni'eds and expec-
tations. analogy. a _college or university may he
viewed ,is, an "acadcmic cafeteria," the sustained sig-
nificance of thich depends on offering a high-quality
academic "menu." 1his cmrit:ulum should he planned
and sstrmatii,ed for effective dissemination on campus
and off with enough relevance ti current and ow-
jected societal needs to attract publi participation and
support ona continuing basis.

Student': motivation. Whether cons' -cd "good" or
-bad," enrollment of students in any phase of university

'education is increasingly, if. not now: primarily, mot.,
vcard by- vocational inn,,,si,...crinimInnon of knowledge
and rtlatd learning with current or eventual utility
value has become a primary goal of students. Most
StUdentti and their parents nowadays rank it above the
traditional view of a university degree as a "ticket to,
social mobility" With the present high education costs,
most families cannot afford the latter goal, even if they
would like it.

..

. The growing dependency on science and technolhgvhas
Created complexities that necessitate increasing familiarity

with man's vast storehouse of current knowledge if he is
to find an acceptable mode of survival. It is the. singular
role of a modern land-grant university and its units to
further expand, accumulate, synthesize, organize, and
extend its wealth of knowledge as widely as its resources
will permit. To'remilin.eflective forces in the instrumen-
tation of positive change, theseinstitutions must virtually
maintain a constant state of imuwativeness, And this poses
a complex question: -kw can a faculty be encouraged to
innovate so that their educational resources, can be trans-
mitted to increasingly wider segments of society?

ACCOUNTABILITY; AND PUBLIC MISSION

With the likelihood of continuing public support for
the education offered by land-grant universities and other
institutions of higher education, two concepts are emerging
with rapidly growing significance: accountability and public
mission. These concerns are growing among federal and
state legislative bodies, state education. Commissioners, and
university boards of_trustees, and by various means they
are seeking evidence of accountability and public mission
from colleges and universities. For example, university
administrators are expanding the use of 'Comparative per-
formance StudieA focused on such issues as cost controls,
program budgeting, comparative costs of objectives, and
curriculum inahagement systems. 'The trend toward central
control, administrative reorganization, more extensive

' record keeping, an\d instructor evaluation are other exam-
ples of this change in emphaiis. The problem was stated
well by. President Cleveland of the University of Hawaii
in a recent_ speech when he said:

In an egalitarian society, if members of the academy pre-
sume,to raise questions about international and national and
local decisions, which as citizens they do and should, the

international and national and local dcisidn-makers will
naturally raise questions about how professors work and stu-
dents live. I'hose who want the protection of a inonastery have
to act like monks. On a relevant campus, there's no hiding
place.... (Cornll Chronicle, 1972:7)
Any percepthe MenTher of a uniye say system or corn-

mnn!. can lecognize it a more detailed record of the
ratio of input to output is ow bein requested as a basis
for more meaningful aCC01111 ity/to the public. A par-
tial -long-range solution may be .fire some institutions to
shift front basic to more applied research in response to
the growing insistance by some federal .agencies and other
funding groups to see direct appli6tions of their money.

University faculties and administrators, of course, do
not expect to spend public funds without giving an ac-
count of how they were used; but they become 'concerned
when accountability is, coupled with a concept of "public
mission."

After an era of unprecedented 'confidence and expansion
throughout higher education, there is now widespread ques-
tioning of higher education's place in our culture; and of its
claim on our resources. And growth which for decadeS has
been the hallmark- of our colleges and universities is de-cel-
crating . . . In 'an era of no-growth, it is the institutions that
know what they want to be, and how they are going to be
it, that will survi'ie and prevail. (American Alumni Council,
1973:2, 15)

This condition raises questions of eligibility for. public
funds. The concept of public mission held by many legis-
lative groups and others proposes that, to qualify for
public funds, universities. with unique educational re-
sources, such as land-grant institutions, may be required
to meet-certain public priorities and goals that will be se-
lected:by local, state, or federal government ;bodies. For
example, part of the common pUblic mission is to provide
educational opportunities for more students than ever be
fore, both on campus and off. Few will oppose that no-
lion. But are: the physical facilities' adequate, and are the
'faculties and administrators willing to alter the long-
established self-concepuof their mission, curriculum, time
allocations, and other related elements to'the extent neces-
sary to fulfill the newly imposed purpose of public
mission?

Today there is probably no- sharper criticism addressed
to institutions of higher education in -America thin the
accusation that they havebeen "ivory-towers." They are
being advised to reexamine their objectives in 'terms of.
relevancy to current societal problems, arid as a. conse-
quence, the ivory 'toWer appears to be crumbling. The
demand is to increase the linkages that connect knowledge
centers with people's problems.

Higher educa'fion's long period of postwar growth coincided
with a (long- period of national affluence ... and, nearly every-
where, public colleges and universities received a top priority
share of dollars. . .. But urgent new needs have developed in
other areas health care, aid for the disadvantaged and the
competition for the dollars has grown.
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The result: Public colleges and universities have been sub-
jected to unprecedented demands for "efficiency", some
jusiliccl, others panicky and unwise. And to ;iclii.ye that
elliciency, many States are dramatically reorganizing their
structures' of public higher education. (American Alumni
Council, 1973:15)'
The rationale for the'efliciency trend reflects the assump-

tion that higher public. education should be regarded as a
national resonrce,,,that the roles of institutions should be
determined in large part by societal needs, and that re-
sources should be allocated according to a plan and their.
actual use accounted for.4'A foundation official said re-.
cently: "The time has come to take a new look at each
of our institutions in some systematic way which 'relates
energy and material input to learning, output, and relates
behavioral objectives to social needs."

Sir Eric Ashby, a distinguished British educator who
served as a member of America's Carnegie Commission on-
Higher Education wrote.:

The gravest single. problem" facing American higher educa-
tion is the alarming disintegration of consensus about purpose,
It is not just that the academic community cannot agree on .
technicalities of curricula, certification and governance; it is

a fundamental doubt about the legitimacy of universities as
places insulated from society

'to
pursue knowledge disengaged

from its social implicationg. Ending that fundamental doubt
. . . will require a reevaluation of the relation between. uni-
versities and American society. (American Alumni ,Council,
1973:15)
Thus, it appears that in America we are entering a new

educational era, one that is programmed for both ilk,
covery and wider dissemination of practical knowledge. As

the quality and quantity of input increases, so will the
for insight into the pattern of its use..Thomas Jeffer-

son once said: "Society will never reach a. state of perfec-
tion; however, mankind can achieve,great improvements,
and the diffusion of knowledge among the people is the
instrument by which it can be effected."

Clearly one of the growing concepts of appropriate
public -mission of land-grant universities is to make 0.-leir
resources available to all of the people. who can use them.
Hence, the nation, stat.:, region, and community `should
increasingly ne viewed as the land-grant university cam-,
pus. In she future, their critical role will be, first, to guard
academic standards to assure donfinuation of ,.dynamic
high-quality, and currently ,relevant knowledge centers;
and, second, to create delivery system's through which they
play an increasingly effective public service role by bring-
in together people's problems and the centers of creative
thought. This is really what appears to be meant by the
term "relevarice."".And,with greater frequency, legislative

12 Although used here to mean "related or pertinent to the current
moment," it is useful to understand that the concept "relevance"
may refer to any tiinc, now or in the future. This reminder .1S es-
pecially important in references to the research dimension of. land -
grant universities, i.e., good research always takes time, it cannot
be relevant until a project is :successfully completed, hence, there is
a time lag.

bodies seem to be viewing relevance as a part of .their
concept of the newly emerging public mission of land-
grant universities and other 'institutions of higher- educa-
tion.

Let it be reme.mbere.d that we have learyted through
painful experience that providing services in a rural set-
ting does not,by itself guarantee effective use of such ser-
vices by the local population. It is a relatively ,simple task
to disseminate knowledge and tb make educational -ser-
vices available;. it is\ a vastly more complex problem to
achieve awareness, understanding, acceptance, and .effec-
five utilization of such help by the masses of people who
could profit from it.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

In 1880 more than 4 out of 10 Americans lived on farms,
abut by 1970 the proportion had fallen to 1 in 20. In 195Q
our farm population was about 23 million, living on 5.6
million farms; but by, 1970 these numbers were reduced
to 9.7 million persons living on only 2.9 million farms
(Bureau of the Census, 1970). About 2 percent of the
nation's farmers sold close to 33 percent of all farm pro-
duce. So*the hard fact is that America is now an urban,
or at least a nonfarm, nation, when measured occupation-
ally

'
and demographically. We have then created a vacuum

in rural areas and congestion in' urban centers.
Not only has the rapidly improving efficiency in agri-

cultural productinh sharply decreased the numbers of
persons needed to operate farms, but also the actual and
perceived advantages .of urban life have drawn people into
the cities. Consequently, a reversal in the trend will be
achieved only when attitudes are reversed" when life in
rural .areas seems to be, or actually is,, more appealing
than living and makint! living in urban centers.-

In bringing about this condition, land-grant universities
have no peer in the assigned public mission, technological
resources, staffing, organization, public credibility, overall
educative tesearch,manpower development, and extension
expertise that are pertinent to the rapidly emerging oppor-
tunities to modernize rural America. 4

As mentioned preyiously, a national policy for agricul-
tural development, and the essential means for implement-
ing it, are well established; but the same cannot be said
for rural development. Demographic trends, such as popu-
lation moves out of rural areas into urban centers and a
rapidly expanding suburbia, and their effect on the need
to further develop rural America appear now to require-
systematic attention of a .scope approaching that given
agricultural modernization during the past two or three
decac'es.

This and related problems offer numerous opportunities
for innovation in updating the public mission *concept of
land-grant universities. Legislative bodies may now, or
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1,oti :will, be penalizing sonic institutions for not respond-
hlt::(' more rapidly to this new era of opportunity. The"

- *1.11,(rill problem in responding to new public requests and
opportunities appears to be striking an optimum balance
betNAWO'Z'oMpeting agricultural development and rural
developitteth:,Airl the latter is. clearly becoming a central
concern dle"gIslative bodies, often supported by feedback
from their elHtpral constituences.

A' few points kre. clear: These unique public institutions
now have an opporpnity to open their doors wider and
make their resources iM.1.reasingly available to all the people

not just farm people--,Vhom they can serve effectively.
And change in emphasis inClqes a wider focus on rural
development, in addition to continued' service to agricultural
development. But to enable thel'a417grant universities, to
broaden their public service, legislaT(ye bodies will need
to increase financial, support for .expanded research and
extension education. .

'I'he miracle of the "Green Revolution" .aLay have ar-
rived on the large commercial farms in the Unitcd States,
but there are millions of small and part7time farmers and
others living in rural areas who have not yet bee'n.
to participate in its benefits. Many of these people need
help in ways agricultural techni)logy alone cannot provide.

The. skillful agricultural scientists and effective extension
educatibn systems that are associated with land-grant uni-
versities, in cooperation with government,*.business, and
industry, have taken impressive strides toward solving the

-teehhological problehiskif agricultural modernization, Now
the land-grant university system has the clear opporthnity
lc make outstanding progreSs in "people development.",

-.4ndeed,' its great opportunity is to help incorporate into
America's rural society, optimum conditions for living"and
qualities. i.n.the work place, just as it has been a' major'
factor in applying the world's fuemost expertise .1.0' Amer-
lea's agricultural production enterprise: Both processes
are essential and are inseparably interrelated with each
other and with urban development. This fact poses some
new probleMs, shifts,in emphasis, and reallocatibn of
resources in giving people, both urban and rural, greater
choices in what they do. with their lives. The ending of a
period ofunprecedented institutional growth has reopened
the debate about the role of higher education in the lives
of individuals and in- the well - being of American Society..

Hence, a new era of education is emerging, one that is
designed for -both discovery and extension. And as the
quality and quantity of the technologicalinput increase,
so will the need for insight into the patterns of its use' It
is not man's technologyalone; but.what he does with it,.
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that iA of transcendent importance to his prpgress.
This emerging educational irection requires the land-

grant university to extend its nfluence far beyond/the
confines of the campus and the rolative few who can come
there to study, to the much, greater numbers who would
benefit from university resources if given the opportunity.

Just as higher education has remained arbitrarily time-bound
in many ways, so has it' continued to be confined in plate
by traditions that do no"t hold. The conditions which, in the
past, justifiably produced a classic -fortress" approach to
higher learning have vanished.... The Camptis is by no means
obstilete. What has becothe largely obsolete is its old character
as a self-contained enclave, a retreat. In contemporary life, its
Productive new role is to, serve students instead as an essential
base of operations ... the organizing part of a network of
appropriate resources for learning wherever located (SUNY,
1972:42)

In short, the task will bcto put knowledge centers tin
touch with people's problems so that both rural and urban
people will be able to' imprqve the-quality of their lives
through further learning.

The nature of their history suggests that "the people's
universities" will accept the challenge and achieve the
desired ends.

.2r. Because of the importance of rural development to the
littfkc of our Niition, someone will be tapped 'to provide the
leadership role. Any objective assessment of the situation
wotqdilidicate that it can and should be the staff of USDA
and th'e.'faculty of our land-grant uni(ersities. Clearly, no
segment Of government is better prepared, more knowledge-
able, has more-. ability and skill' or has a higher level of
commitment of service to people through education than we

*do. (Ahlgren, 1973:39)
But to do so, mahy'institutions will have to drastically

revise their established concepts cif mission and resource
allocation, at all levels. In numerous' areas of promising
change, the future is-"up for gi-abS," Congressman Don
Fuqua of Flori aid' recently.in a speech to state agri
cultural leader 'The develciprnent of America's rural
areas is critical if We are to meet the challenges of this
decade."

One of the main reasons experience is not the great
teacher it could be in efforts to innovate or change is that
peoples and institutions tend to process their experiences
to conform to well-established biases, or tailor them to fit
prior 'conclusions, Like a' st,}cceSsful business enterpri0,-ho
university or government agency today may wiseryleave
all innovatiye initiative to others; they may find it difficult
to prbgress if other institutions seize the new opportunities
and keep going.
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